
safetxt e-bulletin 

 

Dear all, 

Welcome to the second e bulletin for safetxt. 

Since our last update there has been more progress made with the trial: 

Sites 

There are now 20 trusts that have returned their feasibility questionnaires and have confirmed 

participation in safetxt with a further 5 trusts interested and considering the trial.  

Logo 

The new trial logo has been approved for use and you will start to see it on all trial documents. 

 

NIHR Portfolio 

The trial has now been confirmed on the NIHR portfolio (number 20710) and we are in the process 

of registering for an ISRCTN.  

Grant holders meeting 

The first grant holders meeting will be held on 16th March where we will be updating all the grant 

holders on progress that we have made so far with the trial.  

Trial Steering Committee 

The Trial Steering Committee has been set up and will be meeting later in the month. The TSC has an 

independent membership and is set up to advise on the protocol, with patient safety being their 

paramount concern.  

Randomisation system and database 

Progress is going well with the randomisation system and database and it is in the final round of 

testing. It has been designed to be available for use on computers, tablets and phones.   

HRA approval 

There have been some questions about the new HRA approval process and whether or not sites will 

be following the old or new approval system. Currently the advice is that all sites that have not 

submitted their SSI forms by mid-late March will have to follow the new approval system. However, 

the information we are being given from the HRA is subject to change and we will update you with 

more information as it becomes available.  

 

If you have any questions or if there is anyone else that you think needs to be added to this mailing 

list, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Best wishes 



Rebecca 

safetxt Clinical Trials Unit 

Fax number: 020 7927 2189 

Office telephone: 020 7927 2723 

 

 

 

 


